8/30/2020
Dear Governing Board,
On behalf of the Parent Teacher Organization (PTO) of Grayhawk Elementary we wanted to formally
address the Governing Board as it is imperative our voice is heard. We know that the District Boundary
Committee and Board have been very deliberate and thoughtful over the last many months in redrawing
the proposed school boundaries. We are also very aware that the proposal has now come under
extreme scrutiny by families living in the new Sky Crossing development. It is reasonable for them to
have strong feelings on a matter where there may have been provided erroneous information by a
developer.
With all the emotion swirling around, I wanted to ensure as we weighed in, we were doing so from a
standpoint where emotions are taken out of the equation. My goal is to simply discuss the most salient
factors around the overall situation.
Present Day
At the present, and for many years now, Grayhawk Elementary students have been zoned to attend
Mountain Trail Middle School (MTMS). To the best of our understanding this was decided many years
ago as there was a correlation to Core Knowledge curriculum. However, Core Knowledge hasn’t been at
the center of the MTMS framework for many years. Also, geographic proximity has always been an
issue. From a transportation perspective, it is a shorter commute for Grayhawk families to get their
children from the Grayhawk community to Explorer Middle School (EMS). The combination of those two
points has resulted in Grayhawk families Open Enrolling to EMS at the rate of 95+% or more for many
years. This Open Enrollment rate was very unlikely to change in the future.
Boundary Committee Proposed Boundary Changes
The proposed changes by the Boundary Committee make sense to Grayhawk families. We fully
appreciate the Guiding Principles behind the changes:
! Consideration for keeping a neighborhood together
! Consideration behind transportation/open enrollment variance issues and concerns
o Limit on resources; number of buses and drivers
o Distance from school
o Length of time a student is on a bus
! Safe routes to school – walking vs busing vs parent transportation
! Forward thinking to allow for future growth in an effort to minimize future changes for families
! Balance school enrollment
! Economically viable; fiscally responsible
! Consider feeder systems
! Consider open enrollment trends
The principles as outlined are thoughtful and practical when considering how to approach the situation.
Making the proposed boundary changes based on the above Guiding Principles impact Grayhawk family
in three main ways:

! Grayhawk families would no longer have to open enroll.
o This would also ensure multiple family members could have the same experience, going
from Grayhawk Elementary to EMS
! The burden of transportation would no longer be an issue. Students would have bus
transportation to get to and from school, relieving the burden today where parents are
responsible for getting their children to and from school.
! Student Retention: By instituting the proposed changes Paradise Valley School District is likely to
ensure greater retention of Grayhawk families. With certainty of going to EMS, there is a greater
propensity that the students remain in district and not attrite to either charter, private schools,
or the neighboring Scottsdale Unified School District.
Disruption of Current Proposal
Grayhawk families can empathize with the Governing Board’s challenge. The Sky Crossing families are
highly charged regarding this issue. However, it shouldn’t mean that the intentional work and studies
done by the Committee should be cast aside.
The Guiding Principles were methodical and thoughtful as a basis for evaluation. Making the proposed
changes addressed Guiding Principles for both Grayhawk and Sky Crossing families in several ways:
! Consideration for keeping a neighborhood together
o Both Grayhawk and Sky Crossing neighborhoods would remain together in their
respective schools outlined by the boundaries
! Consideration behind transportation/open enrollment variance issues and concerns
o Grayhawk students would now be aligned to the middle school with the closest
proximity to the Grayhawk community.
o Attending EMS would ensure they have the most minimized transportation time.
o MTMS is the closest school by proximity to Sky Crossing.
o Sky Crossing students attending MTMS would ensure they have the most optimized
transportation time.
! Safe routes to school – walking vs busing vs parent transportation
o Grayhawk students would have a shorter commute to EMS based on proximity.
o Sky Crossing students would likely have a shorter commute to MTMS.
o Both Grayhawk and Sky Crossing students would have both bus and parent
transportation options to get to their respective schools
! Forward thinking to allow for future growth in an effort to minimize future changes for families
o The Grayhawk community is just about fully built out, so there isn’t likely large changes
in the growth behind our student body size.
o The Sky Crossing community still has planned phases of growth ahead, which is likely to
have increases in their student body size.
! Consider open enrollment trends
o Based on the current proposal EMS would still have capacity for Open Enrollment.

In summary, the Grayhawk Elementary School PTO supports the current proposal. It cannot be stressed
enough that it makes good sense. It is sound and based on many thoroughly researched, qualifying
factors. We don’t believe it is right for the Governing Board to be put in this position and we do
empathize with Sky Crossing residents. You should not have to acquiesce, impacting many others
(including Grayhawk families), because of false promises made by developers which they knew they
could not keep. Buyers in those developments also need to understand that developers cannot make
promises that they have no control over. Boundaries have never been absolute and remain subject to
change. In closing, we are in full support of the proposal as written today and would like to see it
implemented.
Sincerely,
Mark J. Eisenhut
President
Grayhawk Elementary School PTO

